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Despite clinical care moving towards precision medicine, cough is 
not routinely objectively measured.

Hyfe is an acoustic artificial intelligence (AI) system for cough 
monitoring, which works on smartphones and wearable devices. It 
works by capturing explosive sounds and recording only 0.5s 
sound snippets, which are then analysed by a cough classifying AI.

Hyfe was used within a study (n=616) in Navarra, Spain1 to detect, 
record and count cough sounds for an aggregated duration of over 
9-person years.

Above is a personal cough report example, generated for each 
patient and summarizes continuous cough frequency data over 
time, compares it to the average cough frequency, also allows for 
cough sound playback.

This e-poster based on our experience and case examples 
presented further suggests that:

• Cough should be a part of remote patient monitoring.
• Cough monitoring should be a part of smoking cessation and 

medication adherence.
• Continuous cough monitoring should complement PROs.

This patient was remotely monitored for treatment response during 6 months 
(nb: the case below - for 10 months), showing that it is technically feasible 
and acceptable to be continuously and unobtrusively monitored for cough 
frequency.

This case shows a women who quit smoking and her coughs decreased from 
52 coughs/d to 12 coughs/d. When she saw the data that resuming smoking 
increased her cough, she quit again. It illustrates that giving objective 
continuous cough data to patients could be good for behavior change as in 
smoking cessation or medication adherence.

56y female treated for 
chronic cough

Monitored
for 6 months

(coughs/d) dynamics:
600 -> 150 -> 50

Demonstrates dynamic 
response to treatment

70y female smoker Monitored
for 10 months

(coughs/d) dynamics:
52 -> 12 -> 34

Cough awareness 
changes behavior

35y female before 
COVID

Monitored
for 3 months

(coughs/hr) dynamics:
4 -> 12 -> 29

An increase in cough was 
not self-perceived

Pre       

Post 

56y female treated for chronic cough

Cough rate:
● Pre-gabapentin: 21.31 coughs/hr
● Post-gabapentin: 13.72 coughs/hr
● p = 0.00002

With 24-hour monitoring:
● Calculated effect size fell outside 

95% CI 57% of the times.
● A false increase would have been 

detected 8% of the time using 24-hour 
monitoring.

Objective cough counts showed that this patient’s coughing increased from an  
average of 4 coughs/hr to 12 coughs/hr, while the patient was not aware of her 
cough. This prompted us to look further into the analysis of objective vs 
subjective cough frequency data.

Green = subjective numerical score

Red = objective cough rates
(Unpublished data - Woo-Jung Song) Future plans:

Hyfe watch - available for research 
use later this summer.

Observing that short-term cough monitoring is misleading, we believe that 
continuous cough monitoring should be a part of clinical trials.

1. Continuous passive cough 
monitoring is possible.

2. Objective and subjective cough 
assessment needs to be further 
investigated.

3. Current short-term approaches in 
cough monitoring can be misleading.

During the analysis of continuous longitudinal data, we have observed that 
cough is stochastic, therefore, we wanted to see if the current 24-hour 
monitoring standard in clinical trials is an accurate measure of cough 
frequency.
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